DESCRIPTION & USE

Multicoat’s AQUA PROOF is an elastomeric waterproofing material in a ready-to-use gallon can.
This material is designed to waterproof new or existing concrete (or block) fountains, ponds, reflection pools, etc.
ADVANTAGES:

• Easy Paint on Application
• Easy Clean Up
• Environmentally Friendly

Ready to Use
One Gallon Cans

• Multiple Color Options
• Water-based Materials - Safe to Use
• No Special Tools Required
SURFACE PREPARATION

Surface must be structurally sound and free from
grease, oil, dirt, dust, sealers, water repellents and
other foreign materials which may interfere with
proper bonding. All cracks & holes must be filled
with suitable cementitious material (such as Multicoat’s Speed Mix 2000) before membrane is applied. Certain types of porous block/substrates
must be parged before applying waterproofing
membrane. Substrate must be completely dry to
avoid gassing or bubbling of waterproof membrane. If membrane bubbles, cut the bubble out
and let dry, then re-coat area. Coat complete interior to the top edge of container. New concrete
must cure 20 days before applying the waterproof
membrane. If this product is to be used for ponds
or fountains meant to contain fish, all instructions
on the reverse side must be carefully followed.

Stir thoroughly

Brush waterproofing membrane into all corners.

APPLICATION
Stir AQUA PROOF with hand paddle. A minimum of two coats will be required. Roll or brush
all corners with a light coat first and allow those
areas to dry. Once corners are dry, roll or brush
over entire area to be waterproofed at a coverage
rate of 80 to 100 sq. ft. per coat per gallon.
Brush or roll 2 coats of waterproofing membrane onto area
to be waterproofed.

APPLICATION-Continued
Allow material to dry between coats. Dry time will
be affected by weather conditions. Allow material
to dry until it is tack free (could take 2 days or
more) before adding water. Make sure not to puddle membrane in the corners. The “White” color
and rough or porous substrates may require additional coats for complete coverage and uniform appearance. Prior to filling, thoroughly inspect to insure complete, uniform coverage and that no pinhole areas are visible.
LIMITATIONS
Do not apply if substrate temperature is below 40°,
above 100° F, ambient temperature below 40° and
falling or above 100° F and rising, or if precipitation is expected within a twenty-four (24) hour period. Insure that substrate is completely cured and
dry prior to application. The moisture level of the
substrate needs to be less than 10% and a concrete
moisture meter can be used to check the moisture
level.
COVERAGE
Each Aqua Proof gallon should cover 40 to 50
square feet.
PACKAGING / STORAGE
1-Gallon Cans. Store at 40° to 90° F. Shelf life approximately 18 months. Protect from freezing.
Do not use if substrate is subject to negative side
water or water vapor pressure. This will cause
bubbling in the membrane.

COLORS
White, Grey, Dark Grey, Blue, and Tan. Final color
may vary from color pallet due to job site condition and
application.
WARNING
Keep tightly covered when not in use. Avoid eye contact and prolonged contact with skin. Do not swallow.
Call physician immediately if swallowed. Apply in a
well ventilated area. Keep out of reach of children.
WARRANTY: Materials are guaranteed with respect
to uniformity and quality within manufacturer’s specifications.
WARRANTY DISCLAIMER: There are no warranties which extend beyond the description of the fact
hereof. Seller expressly disclaims all other warranties
regarding the use of its products, whether expressed or
implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability and for fitness of a particular purpose. Since use
of the product is beyond the Seller’s control, the Buyer
assumes all risk of use.
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY: Seller’s sole obligation, and
buyer’s exclusive remedy shall be to replace material if
found to be defective.
DAMAGE LIMITATION: Seller shall not be liable
for any damages, injury, loss, direct or consequential,
resulting from its products. The parties intend that the
limitation of damages, including consequential damages, applies even if the exclusive remedy provided for
herein fails of its essential purpose.

FISHPOND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
If this product is to be used for ponds or fountains meant to contain fish, all instructions on the product must be
followed. Since there are many application variables beyond our control we recommend the following procedures to assure that everything is properly cured and ready to provide a healthy environment for your fish. Apply products per label instructions and allow to cure for at least 2 days before adding water. After 2 days, thoroughly rinse the pond with clean, fresh water then fill the pond with water. Allow water to stabilize before adding a test fish. Note: we always recommend adding a test fish such as a feeder goldfish available from most fish
or pet stores to assure that the water is fish safe before adding more expensive decorative fish. If the test fish is
still alive after 3 days then go to the next step; if the fish does not survive, drain the pond and wash down all surfaces with fresh water. Once the pond has proven safe for the feeder fish then the next step depends on whether
the decorative fish are new or being transferred from an existing pond. Consult your fish provider/supplier for
specific directions on transferring your fish to your refurbished pond.
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